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Abstract: Developing high quality, reliable and on time software systems is challenging due to the
increasing size and complexity of these systems. Traditional software development approaches are not
suitable for dealing with such challenges, so several approaches have been introduced to increase the
productivity and reusability during the software development process. Two of these approaches are
Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) and Model-Driven Software Development (MDD)
which focus on reusing pre-developed code and using models throughout the development process
respectively. There are many research studies that show the benefits of using software components
and model-driven approaches. However, in many cases the development process is either ad-hoc or
not well-defined. This paper proposes a new software development process model that merges CBSE
and MDD principles to facilitate software development. The model is successfully tested by applying
it to the development of an e-learning system as an exemplar case study.
Keywords: software development process model; software engineering; component-based
development; model-driven development; model-driven software development; reusability;
reusable components; metamodeling

1. Introduction
Developing a high quality software system is not an easy task because there are many challenges
during the development process in different stages. Unclear requirements, any kind of changes during
the development process, bad communication among the development team members, problems in
the analysis stage, design issues, etc., are some examples of these challenges. With the increase in
size and complexity of software systems, the problems become more critical. In order to overcome
these challenges and to develop high quality, cost effective and reliable systems, various development
approaches have been proposed. Two of these approaches are Component-Based Software Engineering
(CBSE) and Model-Driven Software Development (MDD). These two different approaches both attempt
to produce high quality, low cost and on time software systems with a focus on reusability and
productivity. However, there are significant problems related to the use of models and components
during the development of software systems. This paper proposes a novel approach to merge MDD
and CBSE principles in a well-defined process.
CBSE is a software development approach that proposes constructing software systems from
existing software components instead of developing systems from scratch [1]. The goal of CBSE
is reducing cost and producing high quality and more reliable systems. Szyperski [1] defined the
software component, as “a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit
context dependencies only. A software component can be deployed independently and is subject to
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composition by third parties”. Although almost 20 years passed, there is not much change in this
definition. The component-based software engineering community generally agrees that a component
is an independent software unit which can be composed of other components through well-defined
interfaces to develop new and larger software systems [2].
One of the most important features of a software component is that it can be considered as a
sub-system, which can be deployed and executed directly. To achieve this, a component should
follow the standards of a component model and conform to a specification. To enable composition
between independently developed components, commonly accepted standards are needed to explain
composition and interaction mechanisms such as CORBA Component Model, Component Object
Model (COM) or Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) [3]. In this way, not only reusability and productivity are
provided but also interoperability, upgradability and maintainability of the new system become easier.
CBSE needs software components to be available in well-organized component repositories,
which facilitate searching and finding the required components [4]. Therefore, CBSE includes two
development processes. The first one is component development process that deals with developing
reusable software components and storing them in repositories in such a way that makes them
searchable and reachable. The second process is software system development which is about
constructing the system from existing pre-developed components.
When existing components are used in CBSE, the effort needed for design and implementation is
reduced. However, additional processes are added to the development process such as component
assessment and adaptation. Component assessment includes searching for candidate components
that may satisfy desired functionalities, selecting the most suitable components from these candidates
and verifying their functional properties [5,6]. Different techniques for searching activities can
be used such as keyword based search, signature matching, classification based search, etc. [7].
Component adaptation means adapting the selected components according to the requirements
and includes setting the interfaces to be able to integrate with other components to construct
the target system. There are various adaptation techniques such as using wrappers, parameters,
adapters, etc. [5,8–10].
Another software development approach that focuses on reusability and productivity is
Model-Driven Software Development, which is abbreviated as MDD or MDSD in the literature
and also known as Model-Driven Engineering (MDE). MDD is a software development approach
which aims to address the challenges of software development process through representing the
essential aspects of the required system as models and generating the final source code from these
models (semi)automatically [2,11]. A model is an abstraction of a system, which shows the main
properties of the system and excludes unnecessary details, which leads to reducing the complexity of
the system [12]. Models enhance the communication among development team members and provide
better understanding.
There are many applied research studies that show the benefits of using software components
and model-driven approaches [13,14]. However, in many cases the development process is either
ad-hoc or not well-defined in these studies. While MDD and CBSE provide useful mechanisms to
increase reusability they focus on different aspects. MDD focuses more on the code generation from
high level abstractions whereas CBSE focuses on component integration via interfaces. Their success is
dependent on each other because focusing only one aspect cannot realise the potential benefits of each
approach. On the other hand, currently guidelines do not exist to apply these approaches together in
an effective way [15]. There is a lack of practical framework and process model to utilise component
models at different stages.
This paper proposes a software development process model that merges MDD and CBSE
principles to facilitate software development. The main research question in this study is “Which
lifecycle stages can be identified and integrated in a software development process model that merges
model-driven and component-based approaches?”. The proposed process model embeds MDD
principles in a CBSE lifecycle to generate models for components. These models are transformed to
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intermediate models until they reach to a final source code. The main contribution of this paper is the
definition of a novel software development process model which merges MDD and CBSE to introduce
a model driven approach for component development within the development lifecycle. Components
and their associated models are saved in a repository to be reused. Our process model also introduces
a reusability assessment step to make the process more efficient. Each stage in the process is explained
and a sample workflow is illustrated to apply the proposed model. An exemplar case study is used to
validate the model which follows the suggested workflow and definitions.
The outline of the paper is as follows: This section provides a brief introduction to our research.
Next section provides a brief background information about MDD and CBSE. Section 3 presents the
related work. Section 4 proposes a component-based model-driven software development process
model that merges the CBSE and MDD approaches. The software development lifecycle and process
workflow are presented in Section 5 with description of each stage in the lifecycle. Section 6 presents a
working example to validate the proposed model. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses
the future work.
2. Background Information
2.1. MDD Concepts
The process of representing a system as a set of models to abstract the essential aspects is
called modeling and the main means of modeling process is the modeling language. Any modeling
language should consist of three elements that are the abstract syntax, concrete syntax and
semantics. The abstract syntax consists of the concepts, the relationships, and well-formedness
rules, where well-formedness rules state how the concepts may be combined. The concrete syntax
determines how the modeling elements are illustrated when the language is used. The expression
generated with the concrete syntax is called the model. The semantics of a modeling language is the
additional information to explain what the abstract syntax actually means. The abstract syntax contains
a set of modeling concepts and rules that specify well-formed expressions of these concepts [11,12].
In MDD literature, the most common method to define modeling languages is
metamodeling [11,16]. In the context of MDD, metamodeling is the process of complete and precise
specification of a modeling language ml A in the form of a metamodel mm A , which in turn can be
used to specify models by using the ml A language. The metamodel mm A is described by a modeling
language as well, which is mostly different than ml A language and it is called as metamodeling
language mmlX . There are several well-known metamodeling languages like Meta-Object Facility
(MOF), Eclipse Ecore, MetaGME, etc. [11]. In MDD, different models are generated and each of these
models represents a system in different levels of abstractions from different perspectives. This is
because important aspects may be different at various points in time of software development lifecycle.
Due to the fact that there are different models in MDD and the goal is automated code generation,
the core activity of MDD becomes the model transformations. Model transformation is the process
of transforming a model to another form. The resulting form of model transformation can be a new
model at a different level of abstraction, so the transformation process can be called a model-to-model
transformation, or the result can be source code, in which the model transformation is called code
generation. The model transformations in MDD are formal, generally supported by metamodels,
and take place according to the rules of a model transformation language, such as QVT or ATL,
where the main objective is to systematize model transformations [17].
2.2. CBSE Process Models
There are various CBSE process models in the literature. We briefly explain them here and provide
further links to the original sources for interested readers. A further analysis is presented in Section 4.
Somerville [2] proposes a sequential process that contains six steps. The first one is outlining the
requirements stage. The second one is trying to find components that coincide with the requirements.
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The next step is modifying the requirements to comply with the components; this step is for negotiating
the requirements, after that the system will be designed, then searching for components again, and at
last integrating the component to construct the final system. It is assumed that components do not
need any major adaptation to satisfy the requirements which is actually not very realistic.
Crnkovic et al. [5] proposed the V Development Model and adapted this model for traditional
software development. They separated the lifecycle into two processes such as system development
and component development where each of them follows the V model. In addition, the paper
introduces new steps to system process model which are selecting, adapting and testing the
components. Capretz [18] proposed the Y model that considers instability and change so it allows
iteration in all stages. It uses domain engineering in component development process and then
the components are archived. After that, components are selected from the archive according to a
framework. Y model applies V model in system lifecycle.
Another development model, which is named with a letter as others, is W Development Model
that is proposed by Lau et al. [19]. In this model, lifecycle consists of two V models, one for
component development and another for system development. Component selection, adaptation,
and deployment stages represent the link between the two V models. The purpose of using V model
with component lifecycle is to enable component verification and validation before storing it in a
repository. Tomar and Gill [20] proposed the X development model which includes four sub-cycles,
one for component-based software development and three for component development. They consider
three cases for component-based development, which are development for reuse, development with
modification and development without modification.
3. Related Work
Many studies introduced component-based approach as a solution to provide reusability and
manage the complexity during the software development process. Vale et al. [21] investigate the
state-of-the-art of the CBSE through a systematic mapping study. They analyse main objectives, research
topics, application domains, research intensity and applied research methods of CBSE. The main
objectives found were to increase productivity, save costs and improve quality. Badampudi et al. [13]
present a systematic literature review about component selection and component origins as well. Main
concerns of CBSE relate to the technologies and tools since tool support is essential for the success of
CBSE. For this reason, many studies emphasize the tool support. However, tool support is not enough
if there are not formal specifications, process models and frameworks utilised as a baseline.
Similarly, model-driven approaches have been commonly used to reduce the design
and implementation time and to increase the productivity during the software development
process [14,22,23]. Da Silva [22] presents a survey on model-driven engineering based on a unified
conceptual model and provides background information about MDD. Although MDD has been shown
to be an applicable and cost-effective approach for software development, it could not reach its
potential in the software industry due to challenges [24]. To increase the use of available MDD tools
and methods, a recent trend in MDD literature is combining MDD with other software development
approaches. For example, Alfraihi and Lano [14] present a systematic literature review on combining
agile development approach and MDD. Authors state that agile development and MDD can coexist
and benefit from each other. However, they also conclude that methodological aspects have not been
discussed in most studies.
Since the practical aspects of MDD are more noticeable, researchers mostly focus on the
implementation of the MDD approach and perform applied research. However, theoretical and
methodological aspects should also be studied and formal frameworks should be provided.
Mussbacher et al. [25] present a study where 15 MDD experts joined to identify the biggest problems
and grand challenges of MDD. They recognize various major problems, and the most common three
of them are highlighted here. The first one is the shortcomings of MDD to address increasing demands
on software. The ever-increasing need to customize and tailor software to specific usage contexts
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is evident but current modeling approaches, techniques and tools cannot cope with the challenges
when applied to complex systems or systems of systems. The second shortcoming is the lack of
fundamentals sources and guidelines in MDD. Mussbacher et al. [25] state that unlike most other
fields of engineering, model-driven engineering does not have a Body of Knowledge (BoK) as such.
However, there is a great effort in the academia to formalize the MDD process [11] and improve the
usage of MDD in complex system design and development [26,27]. Finally, the last shortcoming is the
inconsistencies between software artefacts. The authors highlight the issue of synchronization of the
interim models between different levels of abstraction. Our proposed process model will open new
ways to overcome these challenges by introducing the adaptable components into the MDD process
and defining the components with their associated models.
As a related work, the number of studies that combine CBSE and MDD on the methodology level
are very limited in the literature. This is most probably because these approaches are thought as an
alternative to each other. However, there are still some attempts that apply CBSE and MDD together.
Atkinson et al. [28] present the initial ideas to strictly separate the abstract description of components
from their implementation, and they focus on separation of concerns by applying component-based
and model-driven approaches together in the development of a system.
Weiss et al. [29] present an approach to facilitate generic reusable specifications and models
to create spacecraft systems and sub-systems within a model-driven development process. These
reusable specifications can be tailored for a specific design, executed and validated in a simulation
environment, and transformed into the real system. Phung-Khac et al. [30] present an approach to
develop component-based adaptive distributed applications by using model transformations to build
evolutionary variants of the components at deployment level. The authors separate the communication
and the functional aspects of a distributed application, and try to automate the development process.
Kainz et al. [31] propose a three-phase model-driven development approach to build
component-based embedded systems. The authors split the development process into run-time
architecture development, component development and application development phases where each
phase builds on the input of the previous phase. In each phase the corresponding expert is able to
model the relevant properties of the system and to concentrate on the aspects of the system related to
their expertise. They present model-to-metamodel (M2MM) transformations, where the metamodel in
a level could be generated from the model at the previous level. Liu et al. [32] present the roadmap of
the theory and tool support for component-based model-driven software development. They discuss
the concepts, techniques and design decisions in their research. The proposed approach supports
multiple dimensional modeling such as hierarchy of components and different views of the system.
Clemente et al. [33] provide a fully Model Driven Architecture (MDA) compliant approach that allows
component-based systems to be driven from the early stages of the component lifecycle onwards.
The authors propose a highly practical approach and present a prototype implementation with further
empirical analyses.
Kathayat et al. [34] present a service-oriented development approach leading to reusable
components derived from service models. The study discusses different kinds of reusable components
as collaborations to provide services, partially supporting components, and components for system
compositions. Herrero Agustin and Del Barco [35] propose a framework for model-driven web
application development by composing heterogeneous web components. They propose a UML profile
for web development and present a transformation model to generate web applications from the
design models. Mizuno et al. [36] propose an approach that applies component-based development
technologies that have mainly been developed at the software implementation level to the modeling
level. They investigate a method of loosely coupling model elements by applying the component
concept to model-based development.
Although there is evidence of applied research on this topic in the literature, most of the
aforementioned work does not follow or propose a well-defined process model or a framework that fits
to the application process. In many cases the development process is either ad-hoc or not well-defined.
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Most of the research deals with either service-level components or applied in a specific domain such as
embedded systems. All of these studies show the applicability of MDD and CBSE approaches together
with emphasizing the benefits. On the other hand, the interplay of CBSE and MDD is still a challenging
task due to several reasons. Recent studies identify the challenges related to the interplay of CBSE and
MDD and show that the subject is still interesting to the research communities [36,37]. One of the most
fundamental research gaps is the lack of underlying specifications and guidelines for the development
process. In this paper, we propose a software development process model, namely CompoMDD,
that merges MDD and CBSE approaches to bridge this gap. The model aims to focus on low-level
software components while supporting service-level components as well.
4. CompoMDD: Component-Based Model-Driven Software Development
This section presents the Component-Based and Model-Driven software development process
models utilised. The main purpose of combining the two approaches is to take advantages of MDD
and CBSE such that the resulting system will have higher quality, and it will be more reliable and
maintainable with less effort.
The CompoMDD process model embeds the stages of model-driven development in
component-based software development lifecycle. This model consists of two main activities:
component development and software system development [2,18]. Component development activity
focuses on developing new components from scratch. It mainly follows the stages of software
development lifecycle, which are somewhat similar to requirements analysis, design, implementation,
test and maintenance. On the other hand, the component-based software system development activity
focuses on selecting, evaluating, adapting and testing the appropriate components. There is not much
effort required for design and implementation.
When the CBSE process models in Section 2.2 and the CBSE practice are analysed, it can be
identified that every component should have the ability to be deployed independently, to be composed
with other components, and to probably provide services. Besides, a component should be able to
interact with other components via well-defined interfaces. They should be developed according to a
standardized component model, and they should have detailed documentation to facilitate potential
reuse. Table 1 shows the results of the analysis based on a comparison of process models which include
a component adaptation step.
Table 1. Analysis of existing component-based process models.
Models
Components can be deployed independently
Components can be composed with other components
Components can interact with other components
Separation between component development
and system development activities
Adaptation step to modify the components
Component verified and validated before it is stored
in repository
Use of domain engineering
Embedding another software development approach
Considering the potential reuse of components

V [5]

Y [18]

W [19]

X [20]

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No

The comparison shows that none of the analysed models embed another software development
approach into to the process to increase productivity. Moreover, none of them considers the potential
reuse of components, but instead they all assume that all components are developed to be reusable.
We introduce a reusability assessment step into the process compared to the existing studies.
From a methodological point of view, we merge the best practice in CBSE and MDD to propose a
new process model for component-based software engineering which uses model-driven development
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methods to improve the overall process. Model driven development stages are mainly adopted from
the formal MDD framework of Cetinkaya et al. [11] which defines an MDD process as a tuple
mdd = {n, MML, ML, MO, SL, pl, MTP, STP, MT, sc, TO}

(1)

where:
n is the number of models;
MML is an ordered set of metamodeling languages;
ML is an ordered set of modeling languages (preferably defined with metamodels);
MO is an ordered set of models, m0 is the initial model;
SL is a set of supplementary languages (including at least a model transformation language);
pl is a programming language for final code generation;
MTP is a set of formal model transformation patterns;
STP is a set of other supplementary model transformation patterns;
MT is a set of formal model transformations;
sc is the final source code; and
TO is a set of tools to ease the activities.
MDD is utilised during component conceptual modeling and reusable component development.
CBSE process is improved with reusability assessment and adaptation steps. Sub-processes are
enhanced by allowing iterations. Domain engineering and domain specific modeling in the context of
MDD are utilised during component model specification.
The proposed model is shown in Figure 1 and is called as CompoMDD. The model represents an
integrated approach to build software systems using component-based development and model-driven
development. It consists of two development processes, namely software system development and
component development, which complement each other.
The process starts with requirements elicitation and ends after system validation within the system
development process. Component development is done after conceptual modeling and reusable
components are saved into the repository with all their associated models including the conceptual
models. System design process employs component based approach whereas component search covers
related model search as well. Repositories contain both models and implementations where various
models and component source code are clearly labelled to identify their type. Component integration
step in system design helps to specify a system model by integrating the adapted component models.
System implementation stage includes the system integration with both reusable and non-reusable
components. Each stage is explained in detail in the following section from a project-oriented system
development perspective.
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Figure 1. CompoMDD process model.

5. Description of the CompoMDD Process Model
This section explains the aim and activities of each stage defined in the CompoMDD process
model. When we look at the overall process model, we see that software system development
process has two sub-processes which are conceptual modeling process and system design process.
Component development also has two sub-processes which are reusable component development and
non-reusable component development. For each component, only one of them should be executed
according to the reusability assessment result. There are two repositories, one of them is the local
one and the other one is the general repository. Although the general repository is shown as a single
resource in the diagram in Figure 1, it can represent multiple distributed repositories over a network.
The repository should have efficient classification structures and retrieval methods. Additionally,
advanced algorithms to identify ill-defined queries or to propose alternative search suggestions are
needed. Existing search tools and methods in the literature may be used, but there may be issues
specific to the component repositories.
5.1. Software System Development
This sub-process deals with the software system development and aims to satisfy overall
project requirements.
5.1.1. Requirements Elicitation
The first step in software system development is requirements elicitation as common in most
software development models. In this step, the requirements are collected from the users and
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stakeholders, and are documented. Although a detailed requirement specification document does not
exist at this stage, it provides a basis for planning.
5.1.2. Project Planning
Next, the purpose and the boundaries of the project are defined based on the customer
requirements to understand the main characteristics of the system. At this step, the project plan
should be defined with a list of activities, deliverables, time and budget constraints, resources, etc.
5.1.3. System Analysis
After the project plan is agreed, the analysts understand and analyse the system in-depth.
They define functional and non-functional requirements of the system and start thinking about
the conceptual models of sub-systems. This step includes requirement analysis and specification.
The detailed requirements specification document should be officially agreed at this stage.
5.1.4. System Decomposition
Component-based approaches focus on dividing the system into logical or functional components
which are connected to each other by well-defined interfaces. In the CompoMDD model, after the
system is analysed and the essential characteristics are defined, the next step in the lifecycle is system
decomposition. At this step, the problem is decomposed into sub-problems, the system is decomposed
into sub-systems, and the sub-systems are decomposed into components to facilitate separation of
concerns. The outcome of this step is the System Decomposition Model (DM) that describes the
system’s conceptual design and shows the components of the system and their relations. This step
includes the discussions and decisions about the system architecture and existing available solutions
since they may affect the system decomposition [38]. In the CompoMDD model, developers should
use a system modeling language to define the DM.
5.1.5. Component Conceptual Modeling
After the system decomposition model is designed, a high-level abstraction should be made
for each component in the system in order to prepare a conceptual model for each component.
We will call it Component Conceptual Model (CCM), and it should be defined according to the
requirements, system boundaries, constraints, etc. A CCM does not include any platform specific
details so they are not executable. In the CompoMDD model, developers should use a conceptual
modeling language to define the CCMs, and all CCMs should be uploaded to the general repository.
After this step, analysts and modellers can follow an iterative process to improve the system analysis
and decomposition to reflect the issues or challenges during conceptual modeling.
5.1.6. Component Model Searching and Selection
This step is all about searching and selecting components. However, in order to be able to
search for components, the general repository should have component models and their associated
implementations. Component models can be platform independent or platform specific models which
will be developed during the component development process. Identifying and selecting a subset of
component models that satisfy the requirements to construct the target system is a challenging task,
and it requires advanced mechanisms and techniques such as keyword search, semantic mapping,
meta-information search, etc. At this step, the modellers should aim for high rate of reusing existing
components. During the system design process, components can be searched according to their meta
information and existing model definitions in the repository. Component libraries or standardised
interfaces can be used to satisfy interoperability. In CompoMDD model, a component does not only
have a specific implementation but instead has a conceptual model, a design model, and one or more
platform specific implementations. For example, if a suitable component conceptual model is found in
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the repository then it will be included in the system design whereas its associated models and platform
specific implementation will be included into the system in later stages by using MDD approach.
5.1.7. Adaptation
Once a set of component models are found and selected from the repository, the next step will be
the adaption. Each component should be evaluated for adaptation and should be tailored according to
the system requirements. Again, this is another challenging part of the component-based approaches
since the granularity of the components varies a lot. The modellers should note that the components
adaptation cost and effort should not be more than the cost and effort of building a new component. If a
component is not available in the repository and required in the DM, then the flow continues with the
component development process to develop the component models and the associated implementation
from scratch. Component development process is explained in Section 5.2 where MDD approach is
adopted during the reusable component development process. During adaptation, platform specific
details can be identified for selected components so that components integration can be done in the
next step.
5.1.8. Components Integration
After all needed components become available by either selecting from a repository or by building
them from scratch, a composite model containing all selected component models with their relations
should be constructed. This model will represent the design model for the system and will be called
as System Design Model (SDM). SDM can include both platform independent and platform specific
component models, but they need to be clearly labelled. If there is any need to return to the component
selection or development steps, then it is possible to return back to the component model searching
and selection step. Otherwise, the flow continues to system implementation. When moving from
design level to implementation, model-to-model transformations are used to refine the higher level
design models into more detailed ones. During this stage adapted components are integrated to the
system by using their associated models and meta information.
5.1.9. System Implementation
At the implementation stage, available source code in the repository for the used component
models is automatically extracted and the source code is generated. This can be provided with
defining links to the related source code in the platform independent and platform specific component
models. Alternatively and preferably, models can be transformed to source code via formal model
transformations and the component source code can be generated automatically. If the components
are service level components then the parameters to use the services should be set up according to
the component models. Model-to-text transformations are used for code generation. In addition,
model-to-text transformations can be utilised to generate configuration files, documents, reports or
test cases [39].
5.1.10. System Test and Deployment
Finally, the system should be ready and executable at this level, which however does not happen
very often in practice. If the system is ready and executable, it should be deployed and tested to see
that the functions of the system meet the requirements. If there are any problems with the system at
this level, the process flow goes back to the component model searching and selection step, not to the
implementation step. Any defects in the models or bugs in the code should be corrected, and any
missing components should be implemented.
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5.1.11. System Validation
Once, the system is tested then validation tests should be done to ensure that the system provides a
solution to the initial problem. If system validation is successful then it can be said that the development
process finishes and the maintenance process can start. Otherwise, analysts and modellers go back to
the system analysis stage.
This section explained the software system development process. To understand it fully,
the component development process should also be understood well. So, the next section explains the
component development process.
5.2. Component Development
This sub-process deals with the software component development and aims to satisfy individual
component requirements.
5.2.1. Reusability Assessment
Before starting to build a new component it should be decided whether we want to create this
component as a reusable or non-reusable component because developing a reusable component is
more costly [40]. This is the reason that the amount of the component’s potential reuse should be
estimated to allow the estimation of the reuse effectiveness. Reuse effectiveness is defined as “the ratio
of reuse benefits to reuse costs” [41,42]. It can be measured by multiplying the amount of reuse by the
ratio of the difference between what the development of a new component would have cost, and what
it costs to reuse the component to the investments costs to develop the reusable component [41].
Reusable Component Development:
If it is decided to develop the component as reusable then a new component development lifecycle
starts which adapts an MDD approach, and it consists of the sub-stages model specification stage,
component specification stage, and test stage, which are described in the following sections.
5.2.2. Model Specification
If a required component was not found in the repository, it should be built. When we decide to
build a new component we need expert knowledge related to the domain of the component to have
a better understanding and to make the component more reusable. This experience can be gained
from domain engineering which “deals with collecting, organizing and storing past experience in
building system or part of system in particular domain” [43]. Using the domain knowledge and
the conceptual model, a Component Platform Independent Model (CPIM) should be defined by
transforming the CCM into a formal model by using a system specification language. Model driven
approach and domain specific modeling techniques are used at this stage to develop metamodels and
metamodel-based model transformations. The specification model should describe the functionality,
behaviour and potential interaction of the component to be realized in the implementation model.
Platform independence concept is adopted from MDD so a CPIM model represents a component from
a platform independent point of view and hides implementation specific details.
5.2.3. Component Implementation
At this stage, the CPIM is transformed into the implementation model. The implementation
tools, techniques and the platform should be specified. An essential concern of the component
implementation is how to develop a component that is reusable as well as interoperable. MDD solves
this issue with platform specific models. Hence, in the MDD context, we say that the Component
Platform Specific Model (CPSM) should be defined at this stage. Then, the source code of the
component is generated from the CPSM. For each CCM, it is possible to define more than one CPIM
and similarly for each CPIM, more than one CPSM can be defined. The links between these models
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can be pre-defined manually entered links, or more preferably model transformation rules can be
defined from the CPIM to the CPSM. CPIM and CPSM models should be defined with well-defined
modeling languages. Metamodeling can be used to define new modeling languages and formal model
transformations can be defined. If existing modeling languages are used then existing model-to-model
or model-to-text transformations can be used to facilitate component development. Section 5.3
discusses the metamodels in the CompoMDD model.
5.2.4. Test
The test stage is used for verifying and validating the component models and the component
source code. A test plan and test cases should be defined and run to get the results. The results
will be analysed to fix the bugs and defects. If the component passes the test successfully, then the
component with its associated models will be stored in a general repository and adapted to integrate
within the software system. If required, model specifications and the code can be uploaded to a
local repository during the component development lifecycle for versioning and backup purposes.
Local repository should be used during development and for testing purposes. MDD can help to
generate documentation or test plans by using the local repository. On the other hand, main repository
should be used for actual system design and implementation. Please note that, this model can be
applied in different organisations and each of them may have their own main repository. In this case,
common or shared repositories can be defined as well.
Non-Reusable Component Development:
If it is decided to develop the component as non-reusable then a new component development
lifecycle starts which adapts a traditional software development approach. The stages of developing a
non-reusable component can be similar to the stages of developing traditional software because the
number of potential reuse of this component is low and so extra effort for making the component
reusable is not needed. It is still possible to develop a non-reusable component using the same steps of
reusable component development without taking into consideration the reusability requirement.
The resulting component will be integrated directly into the system and will not be stored in
the repository.
The component development process is part of the system development process. So, once all of the
required components are developed then the process flow continues with the system implementation
stage which is defined in the previous section.
5.3. Metamodeling
Metamodeling is a modeling process to generate a model that defines the abstract syntax of a
modeling language, which includes concepts, relationships and well-formedness rules [11]. The output
of this process is a metamodel and we use a metamodeling language such as MOF or Ecore to define
the metamodel [44]. In CompoMDD, since we adapt an MDD approach, there are a number of
metamodels that need to be generated within the development lifecycle. Figure 2 shows the models
and metamodels in the CompoMDD process model. The metamodels are:
•

•

•

Component conceptual metamodel (CCmeta): This metamodel is a high level description of the
components, inputs, outputs, attributes and methods and their relations without technical details.
It will be used to define component conceptual models.
Component platform independent metamodel (CPImeta): This metamodel is a description of the
grammar of the component specification language. It will be used to define component platform
independent models.
Component platform specific metamodel (CPSmeta): The entities and relations in this metamodel
correspond to the entities and relations in CPImeta and there may be additional entities or
additional features as well. CPSmeta describes these entities and relations for a specific platform
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implementation. It will be used to define component platform specific models and the final source
code will be automatically generated from these models.

Figure 2. Metamodels and models in CompoMDD process model.

The generated CPIMs will have more potential reuse and more impact if domain knowledge
is added to the models. However, that will make the model transformations more complex,
time consuming and the probability of error will be high. Metamodel-based formal model
transformations will help to make model transformations faster and easier.
5.4. Outputs of the CompoMDD Process Model
This section provides a list of outputs of the proposed process model by summarising the stages
explained in previous sections. Table 2 represents all of the outputs of in the process model. Table shows
the outputs of each sub-process separately. Outputs of the Software System Development process are
a follows:
Table 2. The outputs of the CompoMDD process model.
Lifecycle Stage
Software System Development
Requirements elicitation
Project planning
System analysis
System decomposition
Component conceptual modeling
Components searching and selection
Adaptation
Components integration
System implementation
System test and deployment
Component Development
Model specification (only for reusable
components)
Model implementation (only for reusable
components)
Model specification (for non-reusable
components)
Model implementation (for non-reusable
components)

Output
User requirements
Project plan
Software requirements specification
Decomposition model
Component conceptual models (CCM)
Set of selected components
Adapted components
Integrated system model
Source code
Deployed system
Component platform independent
model (CPIM)
Component platform specific model
(CPSM) and source code
Design document
Source code
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User requirements are gathered during the requirements elicitation stage. This includes a
requirements document that contains information about the desired application such as the problem,
the customer’s expectations and the boundaries of the system. After that, project plan is produced.
A project plan is defined as “a formal, approved document used to guide both project execution
and project control” [45]. A project plan includes scope, cost, and schedule of the project as well as
assumptions, constrains and decisions.
During system analysis, more detailed software requirements specification is defined.
This information represents a high level description of the system and does not contain any details
about architecture or implementation. In system decomposition, the output should be a decomposition
model that describes conceptual design and divides the system into components. Next, a number of
conceptual models of components that are suggested by decomposition model will be developed in
component conceptual modeling step.
If the searching process succeeds in finding components in the repository that match the required
conceptual models then the output will be the selected components, otherwise the process will move
to component development activities. These selected components are adapted in the adaptation step
and the adapted components are included into the system. The output of the implementation stage is
the source code of the system. As explained in previous sections an iterative process can be followed
before moving to the next stage. Finally, after testing and deployment, final system is generated.
Outputs of the Component Development process are design models and source code for the new
component. The outputs of the reusable component development are the CPIM in the model specification
stage, and the CPSM and source code in the component implementation stage. These models are stored
in the local repository. After the test stage, these models are stored in the main repository. The outputs of
the non-reusable component development are the design document and source code of the component
which are directly included into the system and not stored in the repository.
5.5. A Development Process Workflow
We proposed the CompoMDD process model which merges CBSE and MDD approaches.
CompoMDD provides a high level methodology and has great promise to realize the goals of both
approaches. In this section, we provide a sample workflow for our proposed model. This workflow
illustrates how software development can be performed according to the CompoMDD. Figure 3 shows
the sample workflow for the CompoMDD model. This workflow suggests a possible implementation
of the proposed process model to illustrate its applicability whereas Figure 1 shows the overall process
from a generic point of view. Diamond shapes represent Yes/No questions and rectangles represent
the tasks as common in flowcharts.
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Figure 3. A sample workflow for the proposed process model.

6. Application to an Exemplar Case Study: An Online Quiz System
There are different ways that one can use to validate the proposed approach. This includes subject
matter expert feedback, controlled experimentation validation, and also application to a case study,
just to name a few. To validate the CompoMDD process model, we used it to develop an online quiz
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system as a working example. An online quiz system is a web application that allows users to take
quizzes or tests online and provides an online learning experience. This example is chosen because it
is a general subject and has potential to be reused for development of similar systems. A web based
application is preferred to minimise platform related issues. The question types and categories could be
different. For simplicity, we used text based questions in our study. Questions and answers are stored
in a MySQL database and Apache is used as a web server. MAMP is used as an all-in-one solution.
6.1. Using CompoMDD Process Model
First of all, we identified a set of requirements and user scenarios to define the scope of the project.
Then we analysed the system and the system was decomposed into its essential parts as shown in
Figure 4 which represents the DM. The target users of the system are learners and specialists from
different fields so the interfaces must be user friendly and easy to use. Anyone can use the system
without registration to get a quiz. Users should register to add a question, but the system is free and
publicly available.

Figure 4. Decomposition of web-based online quiz system.

In this system, there are three main actors who are admin, quiz maker and learner. The quiz maker
is the person who can add the questions and their answers to the database. The quiz maker should
create an account, i.e., sign up, to be able to add a question and they have to sign in their account every
time they want to add a new question or edit a question that they added before. Quiz makers can
delete the questions that they added before. The learner is the person who can take a quiz without
registration. Learners can check their answers and see their results. The admin is the person who
checks the questions and the answers to ensure that they are correct and suitable. Admin can delete
any users or any questions. All users can search for questions.
Depending on the potential reuses and the difference in complexity between creating a reusable
component and a non-reusable component, we can assess whether the desired component is worth to
be a reusable component. Sign up, sign in, add, view, search and delete components were assessed
as reusable components. Other components like taking a quiz or viewing results were assessed to
be non-reusable components. All components are developed from scratch according to the relevant
component development lifecycle.
A conceptual model is an abstract representation of concepts and ideas to explain a system in
early stages. It can be defined by using text, mathematical concepts, diagramming techniques, etc.
In this case study, component conceptual models are defined with semi-structured text focusing on the
requirements. Figure 5 shows an example for the sign up component.
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Figure 5. Sample CCM definition for sign up component.

6.2. Metamodeling for Component Platform Independent Modeling
Component models can be defined as a graph, mathematical equation, text or other types. In this
study, we developed a metamodel for component platform independent modeling. Figure 6 shows the
CPImeta metamodel for our online quiz system. This metamodel proposes a modeling language for
component-based web application development. The metamodel is developed with GME (Generic
Modeling Environment). The main modeling element is the component which can have inputs, outputs
and parameters. There are also web pages which are HTML files that may or may not use components.
Components are developed as PHP scripts. The connections between the components and web pages
can be as follows: link, include or require. The representations for the connections are shown in Table 3.

Figure 6. CPImeta: component platform independent metamodel.
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Table 3. The connection types in CPImeta.
Connection Type

Representation

Description

Link connection

Link connection is used to refer the web page links.

Include connection

Include connection is used for including other elements
as composition. Include connection can be two types
as include web page or include component.
But, they are represented same.

Require connection

Require connection is used for embedding a component
into another component.

CPIM models for the reusable components were generated according to CPImeta. Figure 7 shows
the sign-up component model and Figure 8 shows the add component model as an example.

Figure 7. CPIM for sign up component.

Figure 8. CPIM for add component.

All components were implemented using PHP and HTML. Hence, platform specific models
include code snippets of these languages. Two examples of CPSMs (for the given examples in Figures 7
and 8) are shown in Figure 9 next to each other to show the similarities and emphasize the generated
text. In this case study, platform specific models are defined as code templates. Code templates are
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generated from the CPIM models then they are completed. These models were integrated to construct
the integrated system model that is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 9. Sample code templates for sign up and add components.

Figure 10. Integrated system model.

After the components are developed, we can adapt the components by modifying the parameters
file, which can be considered as the component’s interface. The parameters can be the names of linked
pages or components, number of inputs, table name, column names or captions. We modify them to
conform to the requirements.
We used direct link inclusion for the models such that each model is linked to its source code by
a link. So, when a model is included in the design then its associated source code is included to the
implementation. If we look at the metamodel given in Figure 6, each component has two attributes
which show the number of files and the list of component file names. After component implementation,
CPIM is updated to have the file names so that they can be included in the system integration and
implementation. So, when a model is included in the design then its associated source code is included
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to the implementation. For example, for sign up component there are three files which are signup.php
(main component file), signupcontroller.php (adding the logic) and signupparams.php (for setting the
parameters). After testing, these are included in the repository.
Some components are used more than once in the system, such as view component, which was
used in the view questions function and the view users function. As an example, Figure 11 shows the
parameters file for the view users function while Figure 12 shows the parameters file for view questions
function. Both of them are using the same component, which is view records, but by modifying the
parameters file, we can use it for different tasks. Finally, to implement the system, we combine the
code of reusable and non-reusable components to construct the final system and test it.

Figure 11. The parameters file for view users component.

Figure 12. The parameters file for view questions component.

6.3. Discussion
Although there are different ways to validate the proposed approach, we decided to apply the
CompoMDD process model to an exemplar case study, i.e., online quiz systems, in order to illustrate
the applicability of the model through a working example. CompoMDD process model presents a
practical lifecycle for component based software development which also brings the interim models at
different levels of abstraction together. The goal of the validation study was to show the applicability
of the proposed model and testing it with a real life example. The validation study is limited to the
selected example. We will involve potential users to improve our evaluation. Hence, future validation
studies will utilise controlled experiments and expert feedback in industrial settings.
In this study, we evaluated our work with expert opinion and we set up small-scale experiments
with mid-level experienced web developers. The most challenging aspect during the experiments was
understanding the different modeling and metamodeling layers. We needed to provide a training of
the CPIMMeta tool to the users. Developers said that they needed to change their way of thinking to
understand metamodeling at different stages. Both experts and developers agreed that the proposed
approach was effectively applied in the case study, code is well-structured and reusable components
can be used while developing a similar web application. The proposed CompoMDD model supports
the following common features shared by existing component based software development approaches
(see Table 1 to compare):
•

Components can be deployed independently,
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Components can be composed with other components,
Components can interact with other components,
There is a separation between component development and system development activities in
the lifecycle,
There is an adaptation step that allows modifying the components,
Components are verified and validated before they are stored into the repository,
Domain specific modeling is used to define the metamodels.
In addition, CompoMDD brings the following benefits:

•
•
•

It embeds the model-driven software development approach into the component based software
development lifecycle,
It introduces a step to consider the potential reuse of components before developing them,
It facilitates component and system integration by using interim models at different levels.

Although the results were supporting our hypothesis more research should be done for evaluating
the applicability at large scale. Moreover, more experiments with real-life scenarios are needed to
support our research. Our evaluation did not include the productivity aspect due to there is already
evidence in the literature about it which are discussed in Section 3.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presents CompoMDD, a software development process model that merges CBSE
and MDD as a solution to the problems of the development of software systems and increases the
productivity. Our proposed model splits software lifecycle into two processes, the system development
process and the component development process. MDD is embedded in both development processes.
Moreover, the model reduces unnecessary cost of developing non-reusable components with
reusability concerns (although it does not have reuse potential) by merging CBSE with a traditional
software development approach. A component can be developed as a reusable component using the
component-based approach or as a non-reusable component using a traditional approach depending
on reusability assessment result.
The CompoMDD process model was used to develop an online quiz system to evaluate its
applicability and practicality. The study showed that CompoMDD is applicable and easy to follow.
Using CBSE approach to develop a new system is justifiable if the cost of reusing pre-build components
is less than the cost of developing new components otherwise it is better to develop the system from
scratch or using another software engineering approach. In our case, CBSE was beneficial since
the effort needed to develop reusable components was less than the reduced effort in design and
implementation stages. However, more tests needed to measure the results in different application
scenarios. CompoMDD introduces interim models and embeds MDD approach into the development
process as compared to other existing CBSE process models. In this way, it has more potential for
model and component reusability.
This study presents an applicable and effective software development process model, and shows
that the interplay of software components and model-driven approaches is possible and beneficial.
As a future work, we will work on designing and implementing an online component repository
compatible with CompoMDD process model. We think that interoperability is still a challenge in
CBSE and so we will focus on formal definition of models and facilitating MDD methods to overcome
interoperability issues.
In addition, we would like to improve the system validation step, and analyse the traceability
between the requirements and the components. In this way, CompoMDD model can better contribute
to change management in software development projects. Existing modeling languages such as
UML, SysML, Web Modeling Language (WebML) [46], UML-based Web Engineering (UWE) [47], etc.,
can be used during the early stages of the development process and model continuity can be achieved
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throughout the software development lifecycle. Hence, future validation studies will cover and
monitor project management activities during the experiments. Finally, as discussed in the previous
section, more validation experiments will be set up to evaluate the proposed model at larger scale and
in industrial settings.
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